Today in Georgia History  
October 8, 1895  
Liberty Bell

Vocabulary List

Exposition  
Pealer  
Liberties  
Souvenirs  
Symbolize  
Reunion  
Unity  
Parade

Glossary

Exposition: noun; a large exhibition, e.g. of industrial achievements, sometimes international in scope

Pealer: noun; an object that chimes or clangs

Liberties: noun; A breach or overstepping of propriety or social convention.

Souvenirs: noun; something bought or kept as a reminder of a place or occasion

Symbolize: verb; transitive verb to serve as a symbol of something

Reunion: noun; the coming together again of things or people that have been divided, or the condition of having come together in this way

Unity: noun; the state or condition of being one

Parade: an organized procession of people celebrating a special occasion and often including decorated vehicles or floats, a marching band, people twirling batons, and people on horseback